Crime and Mental Illness: Impulsivity and Jealousy in a Case of Uxoricide
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Abstract

Psychiatry has always played both a clinical and controller role of social dangerousness, in a culturally accepted vision. This variety of roles appears to be much more evident when psychiatry aims to study the relationships between aggressiveness, impulsivity, mental illness and crime. In those cases, psychiatrists must assess the capability to judge when a crime is committed, that is to say the imputability of a culprit affected by a mental illness, (articles 88 and 89 of the Italian Penal Code). There are cases in which a culprit suffers of a "major" mental illness, such as those belonging to the Axis I of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders IV-Text Revision (DSM IV-TR), or those which the classic psychopathology describes as schizophrenic psychosis or manic-depressive psychosis, but the culprit’s capability to distinguish between right and wrong is not impaired; a culprit is affected by a “minor” personality disorder, according to the DSM-IV, or by a psychopathic personality according to the old psychopathologic definition, but the capability to judge may be impaired in different ways.

In the following work, we are going to explore the psychopathological profile of a borderline personality disorder in a case of uxoricide: the motive of the crime is jealousy and it’s carrying out arises from impulsivity that is a distinctive trait of this kind of personality. The psychopathological assessment was performed through several clinical interviews for the anamnestic data collection and the diagnostic classification and through a psycho-diagnostic protocol including the Rorschach test and the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory-2 (MMPI-2).
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Introduction

Psychiatry has always been coated with the clinical role of the controller of dangerous social and public order, because of the relationship between culturally rooted mental illness, aggression and crime, for which the “crazy” is violent and therefore should commit crimes which often are unpredictable and inexplicable: “The criminal acts may result from delusions of any kind, from hallucinations to load the various senses, by the loss of control, which can manifest itself in different ways, the most difficult theme to consider is the so-called impulsive madness... it's enough simple when these pulses occur in people who have suffered from mental illness, while it is much more difficult when the only evidence of insanity is the existence of these pulses, as possible to say that they are simply the result of uncontrolled pleasure of power, very common to all. I should hesitate before accepting the pulses, unless I have evidence of insanity in other family members, such as neurosis or neuralgia or epilepsy in the patient himself” [1].

But the question is considerably more complicated: the aggressiveness that characterizes a specific crime, may have a "pathological" or "physiological" foundation; this difference is not only related to the presence or not of a pre-existing psychiatric disorder diagnosis, but also to the ability to exclude, or greatly diminish, the unable to understand and take action and so the imputability of the subject (Italian Penal Code-art. 88 and 89). Also the chronological connection is considered an important parameter to identify imputability: imputability judgment must be linked at the time of the condition, as their manifestations, may be not necessarily continuous, stable and incurable, so it is necessary, to forensic psychiatry, to evaluate each clinical case, the causative link, i.e. the connection between the cause of the mental disorder and the kind of crime [2].

The examined case concerns the killing of a spouse “jealousy”, as the same author of the crime stated. A sustained violent behaviour from low frustration tolerance the “inability to accept the loss of the love object and the desire to keep it for himself, at any cost, to destroy it, too” [3].

The wife-murder is a male basically crime generally following a history of repeated violence suffered by women. The phenomenon affects all social classes, and it is independent of the of age variable. Until the middle of the last century, adultery was considered the loss of the exclusive right of use to which the treacherous murder of wife was considered as an honour killing [4].

Clinical Case

Antonio is a 45 year old man who lives in a small village in the hinterland of Campania. He appears tall, strong, with big and strong hands, accustomed to fatigue.

Antonio had a difficult childhood and complicated adolescence: his...
mother died when he was very young, his father didn't care of him, so he lived in an orphanage; academic difficulties, problematic interpersonal relationships and violent behaviours. The doubts concerning the perception of himself and complicated interpersonal relationships, made him feel a chronic feeling of emptiness, inappropriate and intense dysphoria and a difficulty in controlling impulses.

He completed the secondary school and found a job for a company; his job consisted in driving and governing a machine steamroller. His only entertainment was having a drink with the usual friends at the pub of the small village.

The pub is a place for relaxation, it is often a hotbed of gossip, stories, intrigue, it is the right place where it's possible to perform and display showing off in front of other people.

Antonio got married when he was 40 with a woman 20 years younger than him, after a period of complicated interpersonal relationships. He had a daughter but he didn't care of her.

Antonio lived in a small town where the socio-cultural backwardness prevails and women are often subordinated to men, especially to their husbands. Antonio often set the domain on his wife by force. The marital relationship has been characterized, several times, by the dismissal of the wife to escape the violence of her husband; she took refuge in his mother's house, which always ended up with the return to the house of the spouse.

The economic hardships induced his wife to look for a job. In the pub where Antonio spent his free time, the event became a topic of conversation, everyone spread rumour about an attempt to emancipation and how this should be a dishonour for Antonio, a sign of weakness.

Antonio's wife was seen talking in a public place with a man, her future employer, and then moving away together in a car. Antonio was immediately informed about this and driving his van, chased the car, exceeded them, cut them off and stopped them. He began to shake the car and kicked and punched to it. The frightened wife went back to the police who then communicated to Antonio the outcome of his impulse.

Antonio's wife was lying on the asphalt, dead. The man who accompanied her, confused, after having ascertained the death of the woman, called the police who then communicated to Antonio the outcome of his impulse of violence. Antonio underwent a psycho-diagnostic path for the study of the psychological profile and the structure of personality.

The psychodiagnostic examination, preceded and followed by clinical interviews, contemplated the Rorschach test and the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory-2 (MMPI-2).

The MMPI-2 Clinical Scales scores expressed noteworthy scores to the paranoia scale 73% and 67% social introversion. The Scale of Content showed elevated scores for: obsessiveness 67%; depression 71%; health concern 74%; anger 67%; cynicism 69%; low self-esteem 68%; difficulty in treatment 84%. Additional Scale showed just one significant score: Marital Distress 71%. Subscale of Wiener and Harmon had not been recorded scores of clinical interest. Harris-Lingoes subscale scores showed only significant pathological subscale: Amorality 66%.

Subscales of the Si (social introversion) showed shyness/embarrassment 78%. The indexes derived from the fundamental or clinical scales allow a more accurate assessment of a number of personality dimension: the Frustration Tolerance Index (FTI) showed a low tolerance to frustration, the Anxiety Index AI=62.56 (normal value 35-65), the Neurotic Score NS=59 (normal value 35-65), the Psychotic Score PS=63.66 (normal value 35-65), the Organic Sign Index: OSI=72 and the Index of Psychopathology IP=87 (values above 45 indicate inclusion in the psychotic area); the Dissimilation Index DFK=1.79 (a value between -12 and +8 indicates the absence of concealment); the Passive-Agressive Index PAL=+46. This index discriminates between the tell-tale signs of aggression/liabilities, the score=+46 is compatible with an aggressive trait.

The analysis of the MMPI-2 protocol made it possible to highlight a conformist attitude that was joined by the presence of a state of emotional distress. The subject expressed a tendency to avoid situations of social interaction in which he had difficulty in entering without discomfort and embarrassment. It also showed projective trends interpretation: in interpersonal relationships, he appeared rigid and suspicious, he tended to withdraw into himself; sometimes he had somatization disorders.

Stood the difficulty of emotional control tending to push the subject to closure and the development of fantasies, as an alternative to an adequate interpersonal interaction. In conditions of high stress he could manifest emotional liability and acting-out.

At the Rorschach test as part of a productivity quantitatively not high (R=15) and qualitatively little changed, is possible caught a wealth of disturbances that the Index of Impulsivity whose value is 0.25 (normal range 0.35 to 0.9) and the prevalence of C and CF on the response FC (index of adaptation, stabilization and affective communication). The presence of the responses C indicates that it's not confronted to other tests performed during the psycho diagnostic evaluation.

**Discussion**

In the days that accompanied the legal process, a request for technical advice was made (CTU), Antonio underwent a psycho-diagnostic path for the study of the psychological profile and the structure of personality.

The psychodiagnostic examination, preceded and followed by clinical interviews, contemplated the Rorschach test and the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory-2 (MMPI-2).

The MMPI-2 Clinical Scales scores expressed noteworthy scores to the paranoia scale 73% and 67% social introversion. The Scale of Content showed elevated scores for: obsessiveness 67%; depression 71%; health concern 74%; anger 67%; cynicism 69%; low self-esteem 68%; difficulty in treatment 84%. Additional Scale showed just one significant score: Marital Distress 71%. Subscale of Wiener and Harmon had not been recorded scores of clinical interest. Harris-Lingoes subscale scores showed only significant pathological subscale: Amorality 66%.

Subscales of the Si (social introversion) showed shyness/embarrassment 78%. The indexes derived from the fundamental or clinical scales allow a more accurate assessment of a number of personality dimension: the Frustration Tolerance Index (FTI) showed a low tolerance to frustration, the Anxiety Index AI=62.56 (normal value 35-65), the Neurotic Score NS=59 (normal value 35-65), the Psychotic Score PS=63.66 (normal value 35-65), the Organic Sign Index: OSI=72 and the Index of Psychopathology IP=87 (values above 45 indicate inclusion in the psychotic area); the Dissimilation Index DFK=1.79 (a value between -12 and +8 indicates the absence of concealment); the Passive-Agressive Index PAL=+46. This index discriminates between the tell-tale signs of aggression/liabilities, the score=+46 is compatible with an aggressive trait.

The analysis of the MMPI-2 protocol made it possible to highlight a conformist attitude that was joined by the presence of a state of emotional distress. The subject expressed a tendency to avoid situations of social interaction in which he had difficulty in entering without discomfort and embarrassment. It also showed projective trends interpretation: in interpersonal relationships, he appeared rigid and suspicious, he tended to withdraw into himself; sometimes he had somatization disorders.

Stood the difficulty of emotional control tending to push the subject to closure and the development of fantasies, as an alternative to an adequate interpersonal interaction. In conditions of high stress he could manifest emotional liability and acting-out.

At the Rorschach test as part of a productivity quantitatively not high (R=15) and qualitatively little changed, is possible caught a wealth of disturbances that the Index of Impulsivity whose value is 0.25 (normal range 0.35 to 0.9) and the prevalence of C and CF on the response FC (index of adaptation, stabilization and affective communication). The presence of the responses C indicates that it's not
always put in place a control on the affective manifestations resulting in reduced self-mastery over their feelings as to make possible, in particular stress conditions, an impulse low control. Antonio has a reduced responsiveness to environmental stimuli, the average response time was in fact 60s (normal range, 30s). Slow responses could depend on a reactive emotional depression compatible with the condition of imprisonment. The emotional needs were recognized but poorly integrated into the personality, the lack of answers M (human movement) suggest a reduced susceptibility to analyze relationships with small introjective abilities.

From a careful analysis of the protocol emerged, in addition, a limited degree of aspiration, in tune with the intellectual capacity and the level of cultural origin. The Index of Reality, equal to 5 appears normal (normal 5-7).

The protocol as a whole expressed a double psychic functioning: on one hand stiff, conformist and banal, on the other disorganized, projective, close to the disintegration with signals of an alarm state of the inner world. The content analysis of the responses showed disturbing references to the burden of human annihilation anxiety represented.

The sensorial determinants that placed in the colour responses, show a direct associations which highlight the excessive responsiveness to external stimuli showing all “the envelop psychic fragility that easily vanish when the excitement grows” [5,6].

The clinical observations and the data obtained, confirm the psychodiagnosis feelings of dependency; inadequacy, inability to accept frustration of the refusal to tolerate defeat, and led to a diagnosis of borderline personality structure in a subject with guidelines on interpretation and reference.

The specific tract symptoms who had scared the Antonio behaviour was impulsiveness, then expressed in destructive anger.

“...Will be the persistent feelings of emptiness, emotional instability and of deep emotional experiences of loss that permeate all the love and movement) suggest a reduced susceptibility to analyze relationships with small introjective abilities.

The forensic psychiatric team's opinion was that Antonio showed huge difficulties in distinguishing right and wrong because of his psychopathological profile as above mentioned. His low self-control appeared evident at the moment of the clinical assessment but it is only presumable when he committed the crime.

About the imputably, in the presence of a crime motivated by jealousy, like Antonio's one, also in front of a killing behavior caused by delirious, it is necessary to remember that the mental disorder is just one of the elements of the offense and that underlining the presence of a mental disorder would be too simplistic to classify a possible violent behavior motivated by jealousy as a mental defect.

The Court's final decision was that Antonio had to be judged guilty of homicide.

Conclusions

The research of the relationship between mental illness, aggression and crime is the reason why psychiatry, has always taken both clinical role and a role of controller social danger and public order. Over the centuries, the relationship between mental illness and crime was discussed according to the cultural and political settings of the moment, but the first author who organized a definite theory was Cesare Lombroso who on the basis of Darwin's thought, elaborated the global bio-antropolologic theory crime according to which offenders may be characterized by somatic and/or constitutional abnormalities.

According to this theory there are various types of criminals: the “biological” or “born criminal” or “morally insane” or “epileptic”, which highlights the characteristics of a typical degenerative ancestral or primitive stage of evolution of the human race that does not allow an adequate adaptation to society and urges him to commit the crime, and the “criminal type” which includes the “fortitious delinquent” that can evolve into the “habits delinquent” and the “passion thug” which presents a temporary blurred moral sense when the crime is made. Many authors have supported the Lombrosian hypothesis, finding correlations in electroencephalography or neuroimaging, between deviant behavior and altered processes and brain functions [7-12]. Many supporters of the biological theories, to explain criminal behaviour, suggest that the interrelationship between biological and social factors, that can amplify, reduce or cancel the effects of biological factors [13].

More recently, different answers have been formulated to explain the relationship between mental illness and criminality: “medicalization” for which many criminals have antisocial chronic behavior that cultural systems don't understand so that they are evaluated just in the psychiatric area [14]; “criminalization” as a result of deinstitutionalization of mental illness: subject come to psychiatry only after the offense has been legally punished [15].

There are many epidemiological studies designed to understand the possible relationship between crime and mental disorders. The results of these studies are often in conflict: many authors [16-24] have claimed a higher frequency of mental health problems in offenders. In fact these studies show as bias the fact that have included, in the evaluation, also alcohol, addicted subjects and have not considered the role of the prison in determining the psychopathology [25]. In addition, epidemiological and statistical studies have estimated a high presence of substance abusers or offenders with a diagnosis of antisocial personality disorder that validates the hypothesis of a causal relationship between mental illness and crime, so that the “disturbed psychic” are as much as the “not disturbed” and the majority of offenders do not exhibit mental disorders [26-28]. Some authors claimed the possibility to predict deviant behavior bearing in mind variables related to personality factors, such as the type of motivation to violence (emotional or instrumental), the type of inhibition, the intensity and the habit versus deviant behaviour (linked to the reinforcements) and situational factors such as the possibility of finding weapons, victim behaviour, subcultural values [29,30].

In any case, there is a recruitment bias due to the fact that the psychiatric examination for the evaluation of the offender imputability, is required only for heavy offenses and not for minor ones. In addition, until March of 2005, the relationship between mental illness and crime, included the psychiatric diagnostic categories as “major” in which personality disorders were excluded. The judgment of the Court of Cassation United Sections Penalty-No. 9163 ud. January 25, 2005-dep. March 8, 2005 ruled that “Even the personality disorders, such as neurosis and psychopathy, may be due likely to exclude or greatly diminish, autonomously and specifically, the unable to understand and
take action—Articles. 88 and 89 of the Penal Code, provided they are of consistency, intensity, importance and seriousness to affect the same; conversely, do not assume importance for the purposes of imputability other character anomalies and passionate emotional states, which didn’t show connotations of incisiveness about the ability of self-determination; it is also necessary that between the mental disorder and the offense there is a causal link, to permit the inference that second causally determined by the first”.

The current forensic psychiatric approach requires evaluation of imputability strictly anchored to the examination of individual clinical case, disconnecting from math equation, too rooted in the social culture, “psychiatric illness=aggression=crime”. Actually it is inappropriate the criterion that a given diagnosis should be required to pay a judgment of inability to understand and take action: there are disturbed individuals, with varying degrees of impairment, and not as a disease entity ontologically due. It is also essential that at categorical diagnosis should follow the functional one: the categorical analysis allows nosographic placement of the disorder according to the criteria of Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders IV Text Revision (DSM IV-TR) or of the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems No. 10 (ICD 10). Functional diagnosis allows to verify the disorder impairment, and relative degree, that the diagnosed disorder resulted in the organization and functioning of a specific personality [31,32].
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